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Duigenan, who wore his full Cauthach dress, and a cap of the 
same stuff, shaped like a sugar loaf, with many tassels; he 
was a tall, handsome man, and looked very well in it."- 
Bunting's Ancient Music of Ireland. 

THE MOUNTAIN WALK. 
BY J. U. U. 

From the haunts of busy life, 
Homes of care, and paths of strife, 
Up the breezy mountain way, 
'Mid the upper fields of day, 
Let me wander, far and lonely, 
Without guide, save nature only; 
And still ever as I go, 
Lose all thought of things below, 
Cast all sorrow to the wind, 
While the low vales sink behind: 
Fetterless and spirit free 
As the merry mountain bee. 
Like a spirit, thought and eye 
Buoyant between earth and sky. 
There to bask in free pure light 
On the joyous mountain height; 
Dallying with the breeze and shower, 
Claiming kin with every flower, 
Catching iris dreams that glance 
On the breath of circumstance. 
Changing with the changeful scene-- 
Solemn, sombre, gay, serene: 
As each change fresh wonders bring, 
Weaving thought from every thing. 

Oft let shadowy hollows fall, 
And grey cliffs' embattled wall 
Crown the gloom with hoary height, 
Where the raven wheels his flight. 
Or green vale unfolding soft, 
In the lonesome crags aloft 
Shut the far down world from view. 
There, long up ether's darkening blue, 
The eye may gaze for worlds unseen, 
In the skyey void serene, 
And weave visions strange and fair, 
Of the starry empires there- 
Spirits changeless, pure, and bright, 
In their glorious vales of light; 
Till some wild note break the spell 
From sequester'd rural dell 
Where the mountain goatherds dwell: 
So to break the wild found dream, 
And to man bring down the theme; 
For all earthly things impart 
Thoughts of MIan to human heart. 

Then from towery crag on high, 
If far city win the eye, 
Glittering through the misty air, 
'Twere a prospect meet and fair 
For the lone sequestered gaze 
O'er its wide uncertain maze. 
Then to muse on wealth and fame, 
And on every specious name 
That gilds the dross of earth below, 
Till, from reflection, wisdom grow. 
Wisdom:-not that sense which cleaveth 
To the world where all deceiveth; 
Not grave prudence, hard, yet hollow- 
In the beaten round to follow 
Lengthened aims, in life's short day, 
While the ages glide away:- 
But that moral, old and sage, 
Said and sung in every age ; 
Old as man-yet ever new, 
Heard by all, and known to few; 
'Murmur of Being's wave, that still, 
Unheeded as the babbling rill, 
In the world's noise, makes music only 
'Midst the hush of deserts lonely. 

Last, from o'er the seaward steep, 
Let me view the spacious deep, 
While the billows break and flow 
In the caverned gloom below,. 

There let cloud and sunbeam flee 
O'er the sunned and shadowy sea-. 
Light and dark in fleeting strife, 
Like the vanities of life ; 
So to dream of joy and woe, 
Imaged in the gliding show, 
As they come, and as they fly, 
To the verge of sea and sky ; 
So our joys and sorrows flee, 
Onward to eternity. 
Then away in spirit wrought 
By the voluntary thought, 
Where the heath is freshly springing, 
Where the sky-borne lark is clinging 
On mid air with lively song, 
Which the echoing cliffs prolong ; 
O'er wild steep and dreamy hollow, 
On, still onward let me follow. 
While the airy morn is bright, 
While rich noon is at its height, 
Till eve fall's with sober grey, 
Freely let me roam away. 

APOLOGUES AND FABLES, 
IN PROSE AND VERSE, FROM THE GERMAN AND OTHER 

LANGUAGES. 

(Translated for the Irish Penny Journal.) 

No. I.-THE DISCONTENTED STONES. 
A .IASON was one day at work, building a stout wall to 
protect a garden ; nigh him lay a piled-up heap of stones, 
which he took into his hands in succession, one by one, ac- 
cording as he wanted them. The stones on their part sub- 
mitted with exemplary quietness to be handled and intro- 
duced into their appropriate places ; for they were fully 
aware that the mason's object was to erect a wall, and they 
knew equally well that that object could not be attained, if 
they took it into their thick heads to rebel against the 
principle upon which he was proceeding. At last, however, 
somewhat to the mason's amusement, it did so happen, after 
he had accomplished a considerable portion of his task, that 
one contumacious fellow, upon being laid hold of, began to 
talk very big upon the rights of stones, and the tyranny of 
coercing stonekind in general, declaring, that for himself, 
whether in a wall or out of a wall, he was determined to en- 
joy that liberty which was the birthrigcat of every stone upon 
the earth, and that he would sooner be trodden into powder 
than surrender it. 

" I tell you plumply and plainly, Master Mason," said he, 
" that I will not be subjected to restraint. I must have 
scope for my energies. I must have room to look about me, 
and be able to roll to the left side or to the right, as I think 
proper, like a free agent !" 

The mason, on hearing this, could not refrain from laugh- 
ing. " Truly," said he, " I have lighlted here on an eccentric 
specimen of the stony tribe. So, my good friend, you wish to 
have room to roll about in-eh ?" 

" Precisely," returned the other. 
" Didou ever hear of the adage:,' a rolling stone gathers 

no moss?" 
" Yes, and despise it," answered the Stone; " a moss is a 

token of antiquity ; and antiquity and absurdity are synony- 
mous terms in my vocabulary. Ml ay heaven defend me from 
ever gathering moss ! 

" Whew 1" whistled the mason, in a manner to indicate 
mingled surprise and contempt. " Pray, what do you take 
yourself to be ?" 

" What do I take myself to be ! Just a stone--a wall 
stone-neither more nor less." 

" And are you content that I should allot you a position in 
the wall ?" 

" Certainly I am." 
" And yet," said the mason, " you declare you will not be 

satisfied to remain under const raint ? You must have room 
forsooth for your energies ! Really your inconsistency is 
most ridiculous. Come ; I ha've no time to lose ; tell me at 
once what you would be at. Will you go into the wall, or 
shall I deposit you again on the ground ?" 

" I have made up my mind to oblige you by going into the 
wall," replied the Stone, with patronizing air; "but I will 
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not be swindled out of my natural rights ! Liberty is the first 
of these-and I must have liberty, even in a wall." 

" So you shall," said the man; " your liberty will be that 
of obtaining your just position in the wall, and of maintaining 
it undisturbedly." 

" Bah! what stupid, sneaking notions you have of liberty, 
surely! I tell you again that I must have space to expand 
and expatiate in. Do you think that I can stoop to fill the 
office of a mere wedge ?" 

"You tire out my patience, friend," said the mason: " there 
is no use in arguing the matter further. I see I cannot get 
you to take up your lodging in the wall: I see I must throw 
you on the earth again." 

" Very well; be it so," returned the Stone: "liberty before 
all things ! Pitch me to a respectable distance from the other 
stones, that I may feel myself unshackled and independent. I 
have the same right to be a free-stone that you have to be a 
free-mason." 

" There, then," said the mason, and with the words he cast 
the Stone from him into the middle of the highway. 

The Stone was now in the full enjoyment of its darling li- 
berty. Exceedingly did it congratulate itself. For a time also 
everything went well with it. The summer was a mild one; 
the skies were bright, and the foot of' the passenger was con- 
tinually transferring it to a new locality, and showing it daily 
more and more of the ways of the world. But, alas ! the sum- 
mer could not last for ever : autumn came, and brought with 
it clouds of dust and showers of yellow leaves; and when the 
wind-gusts had subsided, there fell on the earthheavy torrents 
of rain; and the highway was covered with mire, and the 
measure of the isolated stone was forthwith taken for a surtout 
of mud; and there it lay, fallen from its high estate, and com- 
pletely confounded by the passing eye with the vilest of the 
rubbish in its vicinity. 

But this was not the worst: in the course of a few weeks, 
the rains continuing still to fall, and the mire to accumulate, 
the earth gave way under it, and it became, as it were, im- 
bedded in a hole produced by the force of its own pressure on 
the soft soil, till at last no part of it remained above ground ex- 
cept the upper surface. Unfortunately, too, there was no longer 
a possibility of retracing its steps, for the wall was now erected 
and the mason was far away. Nothing remained for it but to 
sink deeplier and deeplier into the earth, until not a vestige of 
it remained visible to the eye. Alas ! for our poor Stone ! Oh, 
Liberty ! Oh, Independence ! ye are indeed desirable ob- 
jects of attainment; but surely they who seek ye at the expense 
of the great combining principle of social order, commit a 
senseless and irremediable blunder. 

In the spring following, the mason was employed in building 
another wall. He hoped that his work would bve suffered to 
proceed without interruption on this occasion at least, but he 
was speedily undeceived; for one of the stones, just as in the 
previous year, began to grumble, and protest against the 
treatment to which it was about to be subjected. The mason, 
recollecting the former scene, was on the point of flinging it 
away at once; but second thoughts suggested to him the eli- 
gibility of first trying the effect of a little reasoning and re- 
monstrance, " for, after all," said he, aloud, "no two stones 
are alike, and though I have met with one that was proof 
against argument, another may be less intractable in my 
hands." 

" There it is !" cried the Stone impatiently; "no two stones 
alike !-that's your foolish mistake, your ignorance. I tell 
you that there is no difference between one stone and another : 
I am just as good as any stone in the wall, and I insist on my 
prerogatives." - 

" Hoity-toity 1" exclaimed the mason, " but you are a sturdy 
beggar 1 Will you be condescending enough to define your 
prerogatives ? I will thank you to tell me briefly how you 
would have me dispose of you." 

"I want to be a corner-stone, then," said the rebel, " and a 
corner-stone I will be. I stand on my rights : all stones are 
equal; so, quick !-let me occupy a position in the corner." 

" That you cannot do, my friend," returned the mason: 
'don't you see that the corner-stones are already in their 

places ?" 
" I see that well enough," said the Stone; " but you can 

take one of them out, and install me in its place. I have as 
clear a right to be there as any of them: equality is the badge 
of us all: every one of us is from a common quarry: we are 
all stones alike. Take one of them out, and put me in." 

"Now, see how grossly inconsistent you are !" urged the 

workman: "all stones, you assert, are equal, and have the 
same rights: yet you would have me rudely displace and de. 
grade one of them for your pleasure, though, according to 
your own acknowledgment, you are not a bit better than he is i 
Upon my word, but you have enlightened conceptions of what 
constitutes equality. But I cannot stand here arguing the 
question with you all day; my time is precious ; I beg you will 
decide whether you are satisfied to form part of the wall or 
not." 

" Assuredly I am," said the other, "but only as a corner 
stone. How can you be so blind as not to see that we are all 
stones alike, and all therefore equal ?" 

" You are all stones alike," replied the mason, " and so 
far equal, in a certain sense; but your equality consists merely 
in your being all liable to serve as wall-stones, not in your 
being all qualified for the place of corner-stones." 

" A truce with your slavish doctrines !" cried the malcon- 
tent; " either make of me a corner-stone, or build your wall 
without me." 

" Is that your final decision ?" asked the mason. " I warn 
you not to trifle with me, for I cannot let my work wait for 
you any longer." 

" I have said it," said the Stone. " I would see your wall 
trampled into dust, and the whole universe along with it, be- 
fore I would surrender my great principle. Do what you 
please." 

" Go, then, refractory wronghead," exclaimed the mason, 
" go and enjoy your equality where none will be likely to dis- 
pute it !" And so saying, he cast the Stone from him with a 
vigorous jerk ; and the Stone, after it had completed its jour- 
ney through the air, fell down, and from the force of its own 
gravitation sank several feet low into the bottom of a deep 
and slimy pool. 

This was, for all historical purposes, the termination of its 
existence. CWhat became of it in the pool ultimately, it is im- 
possible to conjecture, for half a century has elapsed since; 
but as a total extinguisher was put upon its aspirations after 
notoriety by the accident, it is highly probable that if not worn 
quite away by the friction of the surrounding mud and water, 
it was at least gnawed to the core, in a moral sense, by its 
regrets for the folly of its past misconduct-regrets which we 
may suppose to have been shared in a pretty equal degree 
by its twin-brother of the preceding year, which had stickled 
so stoutly in its colloquy with the mason for its favourite theory 
of liberty and independence. 

THE AIR WE BREATHE. 

The objects which come every day before our eyes, the offices 
which involuntarily and almost unconsciously we at each 
moment must perform in order that we may live, are pre- 
cisely the subjects concerning which the mass of mankind 
are least curious, and of the true nature and utility of which 
they are the most completely ignorant. It is thus with the 
air we breathe. There is no person but is aware of the ne- 
cessity of breathing, and of the motion of the air caused by 
winds; but how few have asked themselves, What is air ? 
How much is there of it ? Could the same air be always 
used for breathing? How do fishes manage living in water in 
place of air ? Yet the information thus obtainable might be 
the means of saving the lives of hundreds, as certainly the 
ignorance on these points has been the source of death, by 
painful and lingering torture, in many cases. We purpose, 
therefore, now to give some information about air, to show 
the importance of it to mankind, and to indicate how much 
we owe to the Omniscient Providence that has given to air 
the properties that we find it to possess. 

Although " trifles light as air' has become a proverb, yet 
air is positively heavy. A hogshead of air weighs about ten 
ounces; this is heavier than the gas which is burned in the 
streets and shops, of which a hogshead would weigh only seven 
ounces ; and very much heavier than hydrogen gas, with which 
balloons were formerly filled, a hogshead of hydrogen gas 
weighing only two-thirds of an ounce. A balloon filled with 
hydrogen, or even with coal gas, rises into the air, as oil or a 
cork rises up through water. The air being thus heavy, 
presses upon the earth; and by measuring the degree of pres- 
sure we can tell how much air there is. This is done by an 
instrument termed a barometer-a glass tube closed at one 
end, and which, having been filled with quicksilver, is turned 
upside down in a cup containing quicksilver also. The 
tube being shut at the top, the air does not press on the 
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